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 The Theatre of Fashion:
 Staging Haute Couture in
 Early 20th-century France

 Nancy J. Troy

 [D]oes not the sight of the dainty show girl instil [sic] in the women of every city and town
 the desire to be as well dressed and bewitching as her sister on the other side of the
 footlights?

 On this hint does the theatrical manager act. He recognizes the drawing power of a half
 dozen beauties in Paris gowns and spares no expense to garb his chorus principals in the
 very newest and most chic. And, wisely again, he invites the fashion authorities to a private
 view of all the creations worn in his production, so that they may have the seal of expert as
 well as popular approval.

 "Fashions on the Stage," Dry Goods Economist (May 23,1903), 23.

 In the modern period the connections between fashion and theatre are multiple,
 encompassing not simply the design of costumes for the stage, or the dramatic
 potential of fashion shows, or even the performative aspect of wearing clothes, but
 also the exploitation of the "star" system for the commercial purpose of launching new
 clothing styles. The familiar commodity tie-ins that in the 1930s enlisted Hollywood

 movie stars in the promotion of consumer products to female audiences of films were
 already operational, although in somewhat less sophisticated form, in the early
 twentieth-century French theatre of fashion that is the focus of the present essay.
 Indeed, a parallel exists between the advertising purpose behind the Hollywood

 movie industry's strategic positioning of domestic furnishings, kitchen implements,
 clothing, and cosmetics on the screen in close visual or narrative proximity to a star
 actress and the ubiquitous presence in early twentieth-century French theatre and
 fashion magazines of famous stage actresses featured in full-length portrait photo
 graphs accompanied in each case by a prominent caption identifying not only the
 actress and the title of the dramatic production in which she starred, but also the
 designer of the dress she wore and, in some instances, that couturier's business

 Nancy J. Troy is Professor of Modern Art and Chair of the Department of Art History at the University
 of Southern California. The author of The De Stijl Environment (MIT 1983) and Modernism and
 the Decorative Arts in France: Art Nouveau to Le Corbusier (Yak 1991), she is former Editor-in
 Chief of The Art Bulletin, and currently co-chairs the interdisciplinary Visual Culture Group at USC.

 This essay is drawn from a larger project, Couture and Culture: Fashion and the Marketing of Modernism,
 for which I have received generous support from the American Council of Learned Societies, the John
 Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, and the Zumberge Faculty Research and Innovation Fund
 of the University of Southern California. Space constraints prevent me from thanking all the
 individuals and institutions to whom I am indebted for encouragement and help with research.

 Theatre Journal 53 (2001) 1-32 ? 2001 by The Johns Hopkins University Press
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 2 / Nancy J. Troy

 address as well (Figure 1). Without any clearcut evidence that these latter images were
 to be understood either as advertising on one hand or as visual support for editorial
 copy on the other, they functioned ambiguously, and perhaps for that reason espe
 cially effectively, to convey the impression that the stars were "endorsing their
 favourite couturiers' clothes and encouraging readers to follow suit."1 If in such
 circumstances the actress appeared to be making an independent decision about
 which clothes she chose to wear on stage, there were others in which her role was
 merely that of a mannequin, a living fashion model, in a dramatic production that
 amounted to little more than a convenient vehicle for promoting a couturier's
 commercial interests.

 Charles Eckert has described how the star system functioned like a well-oiled
 machine in 1930s Hollywood, where commodity tie-ins were often formative influ
 ences on the development of a movie script,2 but something very close to this was
 already becoming commonplace in Paris theatres in the 1910s, when couturiers
 collaborated in the presentation of plays about couture houses, mannequins and
 dresses, recognizing these as ideal opportunities to parade their latest styles before
 audiences made up in large part of wealthy bourgeois women who were said to
 patronize the theatre simply because it satisfied their desire to see the latest styles
 modeled in a spectacular and therefore compelling context. According to Marie
 Monceau, reporting on French couture in the Philadelphia Inquirer in 1912, "the theatres
 which have anything new to offer are well patronized, regardles [sic] of whether the
 play is a success or not. It is the dresses that are of vital interest."3 Robert Forrest
 Wilson remarked some years later that providing the costumes for what he described
 as "Parisian society plays" was an expensive undertaking that required couturiers to
 offer special designs and discounted prices to the theatres, but the costs could be
 assigned to the advertising account, "for the couturier's name appears on the program,
 and it is regarded as good business."4 Sometimes the couturier extended his or her
 promotional practices beyond the stage and into the audience, as the most prominent
 dress designer of the pre-World War I period, Paul Poiret, clearly did when he allowed
 his mannequins to wear his latest creations to the theatre. The graphic artist and
 designer Ert? describes one particularly scandalous event that occurred shortly after
 he arrived in Paris and began working for Poiret as a dress designer in January 1913;
 through one of Poiret's mannequins whom he was accompanying to a particularly
 fashionable dress rehearsal (of Henry Bataille's Le Phal?ne, with stage sets by Paul
 Iribe, at the Th??tre de la Renaissance), Ert? recalls, "I managed to get hold of the most
 extravagant dress in the whole collection, together with a fantastic ermine-and-red
 velvet coat, which I believe was called 'Eminence'. I wore the dress and coat, with a
 red velvet turban (no wig), long red gloves, and huge earrings." Far from annoyance
 or embarrassment at this potentially outrageous act of cross-dressing, Poiret was

 1 Charles Castle, Model Girl (Newton Abbot [England]: David & Charles, 1977), 17.
 2 Charles Eckert, "The Carole Lombard in Macy's Window," in Fabrications: Costume and the Female

 Body, ed. Jane Gaines and Charlotte Herzog (New York: Routledge, 1990), 100-121.
 3 Marie Monceau, "Dressmaking Openings will Shortly be Held by Noted Paris Firms," Philadelphia

 Inquirer, 8 February 1912, sect. 3, 3.
 4 Robert Forrest Wilson, Paris on Parade (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1924), 56.
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 Figure 1. Cora Laparcerie in Xantho chez les courtisanes, costume by Maison Paquin.
 Photo in Comoedia Illustr? 2, no. 5,1 May 1910, 440.
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 4 / Nancy J. Troy

 apparently pleased by Ert?'s ostentation, presumably because it garnered quite a lot of
 attention for his couture creations in Parisian newspapers.5

 The theatre provided an ideal venue for fashion display both on the stage and in the
 audience, and it therefore afforded a significant opportunity for elite courturiers, who
 were increasingly involved in costume design during this period, to position their
 work before an audience of interested spectators composed in significant measure of
 the upper middle-class women who formed their clientele. But if the theatre provided
 an occasion to advance a designer's business interests, it did so in a manner much
 more complex than the simple presence of costumes on the stage or amongst the
 audience might imply. For the theatre functioned figuratively as well as literally in
 conjunction with a range of interrelated activities in the domain of fashion that crossed
 the boundaries between the public and the private spheres, blurred distinctions
 between elite and popular culture, and posed sometimes alarming questions about the
 construction of gender and national identity. The broad scope across which fashion
 operated demands consideration from a perspective that rejects the rigid separation of
 media (e.g., theatre, art, and fashion) characteristic of discipline-based studies, one
 capable of appreciating and seriously examining the role that fashion played in the
 history of early twentieth-century visual culture.

 No couturier of the early twentieth century exploited the theatrical potential of
 fashion more assiduously or imaginatively than Paul Poiret, who therefore receives
 the lion's share of attention in the present essay. From the moment Poiret opened his
 first couture house in 1903, he self-consciously staged his performance as a couturier,
 and eventually also as an interior designer, art collector, party giver, and entrepreneur.
 Poiret himself has been described as a highly theatrical figure and the theatre, in turn,
 was a prominent feature of all his activities. Moreover, there was a commercial
 imperative that Poiret as well as his colleagues in the couture industry all pursued; this
 is an important if overlooked aspect of their commitment to the integration of art and
 fashion, and, in turn, to the union of these two spheres of activity with the theatre in
 the early years of the twentieth century.

 Like every other couturier of the period, Poiret appears to have been anxious to
 have his designs circulate in elite venues under the most advantageous conditions and
 therefore, as Charles Castle has pointed out, he and his colleagues often dressed
 actresses and other well known women "for no payment whatsoever, and in return
 [those women] were seen wearing the clothes at Longchamps, the Op?ra, or on
 stage."6 Thus the theatre and the disparate spaces related to it were sites of consider
 able commercial and promotional significance for haute couturiers, who assiduously
 cultivated their connections with actresses, not only by providing the clothes they
 wore in public, or by occasionally employing them to promote the couturiers' perfume
 lines, but also, as Poiret did for the actress Spinelly, by even using the thematics of his
 perfume, Le Fruit d?fendu, as the inspiration for the decorative ensemble that,
 through his design studio, Atelier Martine, Poiret provided for the interior of her Paris
 home. As suggested by a photograph of Spinelly playing the role of Eve and seemingly

 5 Ert? (pseud. Romain de Tirtoff), My Life/My Art: An Autobiography (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1989),
 34, 47.

 6 Castle, Model Girl, 17.
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 biting the forbidden fruit from a tree painted on the wall of her salon (Figure 2), the
 interior became a theatrical space in which she, an actress dressed provocatively in a
 halter-top and skirt designed by Poiret, enacted the erotic emplotment of his fruit
 scented perfume.7 If Poiret could be described as having here transformed Spinelly
 from an actress and client into a mannequin who promoted his products, the reverse
 was also possible: mannequins could be described as actresses insofar as they had to
 adopt a different demeanor?play a new role?with each new dress they modeled.
 According to the author and critic, Ars?ne Alexandre, "Everything about them and
 their profession recalls the theatre." Most telling, in his estimation, was the acting
 required of a mannequin in order to effect the sale of a garment: the mannequin had
 not only to adopt behavior appropriate to each gown she modeled but she also had to
 convince the buyer that the buyer, in turn, would look and act the same way if she
 were to wear the same clothing. "Just as in the theatre we think, when one of the
 characters pronounces a beautiful speech or accomplishes a sublime action, simply:
 'That's how I would do it in her place;' so, fascinated by the ease of the young woman

 who turns and twirls around before the client, playing the role of her dress of the
 moment, the client says to herself all of a sudden: 'That suits my kind of beauty
 exactly/"8

 Many contemporaries realized that the parallels between the operations of a couture
 house and those of the theatre revealed a great deal about the nature of the couture
 enterprise, but it was Alexandre who, in his 1902 study of the needle trades, took the
 analogy the farthest. Like the couture house, where relatively small showrooms belied
 the presence behind the scenes of vast premises where hundreds of women worked, in
 the theatre, Alexandre pointed out, the stage and the seating areas often added up to
 no more than a quarter of the space given over to the backstage preparation of the
 spectacle. Alexandre also compared the rhythm of the fashion seasons with that of the
 theatre, drawing an analogy between the cycle of winter and summer fashion
 presentations on one hand and the repetitions of a two-act play on the other; he also
 noted that, like each individual theatre, each couture house had its own repertoire, its
 own signature style.9

 Writing in 1927 about the Rue de la Paix, which by then had long been virtually
 synonymous with the couture houses that lined the street and were the source of its
 considerable cachet, Reboux described the evolution of the mannequin, who in the
 nineteenth century had been an ordinary couture-house employee and modeled
 dresses simply in order to help buyers decide whether to acquire them. "Since then,"
 Reboux observed, "presentations by mannequins have acquired a kind of theatrical

 7 For other photographs of Spinelly posing and a brief description of some of the interiors, see "Chez
 Spinelly," Harper's Bazar August 1916, 41. Poiret's biographer, Palmer White, describes the unusual
 qualities of the couturier's perfumes: "He wanted heady, exotic scents. Ambergris, musk, and civet
 numbered among his favorite ingredients, and he pioneered the use of geranium and balsam. Through
 the exotic names he thought up for his scents?'L'Etrange Fleur', 'Le Fruit D?fendu', 'Antin?a ou le
 Fond de la Mer'?he evoked mystery, forbidden sensations, and sensuous qualities and, with 'Toute la
 For?t', the freshness of nature in the countryside." Palmer White, Poiret (New York: Clarkson N. Potter,
 1973), 111.

 8 Ars?ne Alexandre, Les Reines de l'aiguille: modistes et couturi?res (?tude Parisienne) (Paris: Th?ophile
 Belin, 1902), 105.

 9 Ibid., 37ff.
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 Figure 2. "Mademoiselle Spinelly pr?f?re le 'Fruit D?fendu.'" Photo by Delphi in
 Les Parfums de Rosine (Paris: Imprimerie Robaudy, n.d.), n. pag. Courtesy Mus?e de la Mode

 et du Costume, Palais Galliera, Paris. ? Phototh?que des Mus?es de la Ville de Paris.
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 THE THEATRE OF FASHION / 7

 pageantry. The people to whom one shows a collection are seated as in a theatre
 performance [spectacle]. Sometimes at the rear there is a small stage to which stairs give
 access. The curtain rises. The fashion show begins."10 As costume historian James
 Laver has remarked, the theatricalization process had accelerated in the early twenti
 eth century, when "mannequin parades of the fashionable dressmakers became
 themselves fashionable occasions, which had certainly never happened before in the

 whole history of dress. People went to a fashion parade as their fathers had gone to a
 play or to a private view of pictures. They expected a luxurious d?cor, soft lights,
 music, a procession of beautiful mannequins, and, what is even more important, they
 expected something startlingly new and original in the clothes presented before their
 eyes."11 Laver 's comments echo those of a New York Times correspondent who
 remarked in 1911 that putting a display of fashions on stage "is surely the most
 dramatic way of showing off splendid gowns that has ever been invented ... [Such a
 spectacle] is something well worth going to see, even if one does not buy the gown."12

 Given the importance of the theatrical spectacle in the rituals attendant upon the
 sale of elite women's clothing, it is not surprising that Poiret required his architect,
 Louis Sue, to include a small stage for the presentation of fashion shows in the
 carefully controlled environment Sue created for the interior of Poiret's couture house
 when he renovated the building in 1909. Although several preliminary drawings
 survive to indicate how Sue initially conceived a " salle fra?che" and another salon, both
 including a proscenium stage at the far end (Figure 3), there are no photographs
 indicating how the room was eventually realized. However, a drawing, published in
 Femina in February 1911, of the theater of an unidentified "grand couturier" shows an
 elegant interior in a simplified neo-classical style that can be identified as Poiret's
 groundfloor salon (Figure 4). The striped chairs in which clients are shown to be seated
 correspond with period descriptions of the furnishings in Poiret's couture house, and
 the mannequins visible in the foreground as well as on the stage in the distance wear
 high-waisted columnar-style gowns constructed from multilayered sheaths like those
 that Poiret was showing at the time. The caption accompanying this image in Femina
 indicates that such settings, introducing a theatrical stage into the heart of the couture
 house, were being widely adopted by important French couturiers: "In imitation of
 their American colleagues, most of the great Parisian couturiers have now installed in
 their h?tels a real theatre stage, on which mannequins, dressed in the latest modish
 creations, can turn at their ease to show to best advantage the thousand and one little
 details of the gown being introduced . . . [sic] Streams of light, artistically calculated,
 inundate the scene and play off one another in the mirrors that decorate the room;
 seated at an appropriate distance and in a propitious daylight, the clients can proceed
 ... with the choice of what attracts them. Clients, couturiers and mannequins all praise
 this innovation . . . [sic]."13

 Although this text suggests that the idea of the couture-house stage originated in
 North America, it was more likely pioneered in London, where, apparently around the

 10 Paul Reboux, La Rue de la Paix (Paris: Pierre Lafitte, 1927), 15.
 11 James Laver, Taste and Fashion: From the French Revolution to the Present Day, rev. ed. (London:

 George G. Harrap & Co., 1945), 91.
 12 "Drecoll and Beer Show Conservative Styles," New York Times, 15 October 1911, pt. 8, 4.
 13 "Le Th??tre du grand couturier," Femina, no. 262,15 February 1911, 697.
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 Figure 3. Louis Sue, Sketch for a salon, Couture house of Paul Poiret, 1909.
 Pencil and watercolor on tracing paper glued to cardboard, 26.6 x 34.7 cm. Archives nationales/

 Institut fran?ais d'architecture, Archives d'architecture du XXe si?cle, Paris.

 turn of the century, the couturi?re Lucile, also known as Lady Duff Gordon, made an
 effort to develop "the social side of choosing clothes, of serving tea and imitating the
 setting of a drawing-room."14 Like Poiret, Lucile was anxious to avoid the crassness
 associated with obvious merchandise promotions and recalled in her memoirs that she
 decided not only to treat her presentations like a private tea party in a domestic setting
 but also to combine that concept with "the idea of a mannequin parade, which would
 be as entertaining to watch as a play." Accordingly, she built a miniature stage hung
 with chiffon curtains at one end of the showroom in her shop on Hanover Square and
 hired an orchestra to play music while her mannequins paraded in gowns listed in a
 printed program. "Then," she related, "I sent out the invitations on dainty little cards,
 keeping the illusion that I was inviting my friends to some afternoon party rather than
 to a place of business." The strategy of imitating polite culture proved to be an instant
 entrepreneurial success: Lucile's showroom was crowded with customers and orders
 "flowed in by the dozen, so that the saleswomen could hardly cope with them."

 Drawing upon Lady Duff Gordon's memoirs published in 1932, Joel Kaplan and
 Shiela Stowell have recently called attention to the ways in which, as Lucile, she used
 the trappings of the stage "to establish a voyeuristic bond between mannequin and
 spectator." They point out that her mannequin parades were intended for both male

 14 Duff Gordon, Lady ("Lucile"), Discretions and Indiscretions (New York:'Frederick A. Stokes, 1932),
 67. The quotations that follow in this paragraph are from the same book, 69, 70, 73-74.
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 Figure 4. Pierre Brissaud, "The Theater of the Great Couturier," in Femina, no. 262,
 15 February 1911, 697. Clich? Biblioth?que Nationale de France.

 and female audiences?the men present presumably because it was their money that
 would pay for the clothes being purchased by the women they accompanied:

 The complex eroticism of her spectacles?working-class women dressed as society ladies
 promenading silently before audiences of middle- and upper-class men?was further
 augmented by Lucile's decision to replace the numbers by which gowns had hitherto been
 identified with suggestive titles like 'Passion's Thrall/ 'Do You Love Me?/ and 'A Frenzied
 Song of Amorous Things.' Beginning with a series of simple walk-abouts called collectively
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 10 / Nancy J. Troy

 'Gowns of Emotion/ such displays soon took the form of thematic pageants. The most
 elaborate had texts prepared by Lucile's sister, society novelist Elinor Glyn. The series
 culminated in 1909 ... with the ambitious Seven Ages of Woman, a stage piece in seven acts
 tracing from birth to death the dress-cycle of a society dame.15

 Just as the couture house, whether in London or Paris, began at this time to mimic
 the theatre, so the theatre put the couture house on stage.16 Titles of plays such as My
 Lady's Dress, Les Midinettes (the French term for a young dressmaker or milliner), Le

 Mannequin, and Rue de la Paix provide only the most readily identifiable examples of
 an interest in women's clothing that pervaded both dramatic and popular theatre.
 Although many traditionally staged plays, including those mentioned above, used
 couture or millinery houses as a narrative frame, couture and couturiers were even
 more prevalent in the context of the popular revue, which, Jeffrey Weiss has pointed
 out, was composed of a sequence of numerous, often unrelated, short satirical scenes
 that generated humor by commenting on current events or contemporary culture.17 As
 Robert Dreyfus noted in 1909 in his history of this theatrical genre, the nature of the
 revue had changed a great deal since the 1860s: "The text had a constantly diminishing
 importance in comparison with the magnificence of the 'mise en sc?ne.' And, gradually,
 the revue distanced itself from the satirical intent of the old vaudeville theatre in order

 to come close to pure fantasy, or to lose itself in what Parisian nomenclature calls the
 'women's theatrical play' [ce que le vocabulaire de Paris nomme la 'pi?ce ? femmes']."18 Kill
 that Fly!, which played in January 1913 at the Alhambra Theatre in London, was one of

 many revues that took on the subject of contemporary fashion in order to appeal
 especially to females in the audience. It featured a scene with a French title, "Robes et
 modes," in which the principal character was named Lucille, the supporting character
 was a mannequin, and these two were accompanied by a corps of eight additional
 mannequins. Nine months later, in October 1913, the Alhambra staged another revue,
 Keep Smiling, in which a scene entitled "Fashions" contrasted a character identified as
 "Early Victorian" with eight "Ultra Moderns" clothed in designs that were clearly
 inspired by Poiret's latest dresses. Also showing in London in October 1913 was an
 English version of a farce that originally premiered in France, called This Way, Madam!,
 about a handsome dressmaker in the Rue de la Paix whose clients patronized his
 couture house "only for the satisfaction of having [their dresses] fitted by this
 incomparable Adonis, who . . . rules over the establishment and its customers like a
 very autocrat. ..." A critic for The Bystander noted that in This Way, Madam!, "ladies
 have the opportunity of studying all the very latest things in Parisian gowns. There is
 also a practical demonstration included in the program of how at least one of these
 gowns should be put on?but we haven't got a photograph of that part of the
 performance."19 Another commentator pointed out that the mannequin displays might
 help draw audiences for the play?but on the other hand, they might not: "The ladies

 15 Joel H. Kaplan and Shiela Stowell, Theatre and Fashion: Oscar Wilde to the Suffragettes (Cambridge:
 Cambridge University Press, 1994), 119.

 16 The development of this phenomenon in England is extensively studied by Kaplan and Stowell,
 ibid.

 17 Jeffrey Weiss, "'Le Journal jou?': Picasso, Collage, and Music-Hall Modernism," ch. 1, The Popular
 Culture of Modern Art: Picasso, Duchamp, and Avant-Gardism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994).

 18 Robert Dreyfus, Petite histoire de la revue de fin d'ann?e (Paris: Charpentier et Fasquelle, 1909), 321.
 I am indebted to Weiss for this reference.

 19 "Mannequins on the Stage," The Bystander, 8 October 1913, 74.
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 will certainly want to go and see those frocks; but their husbands may try to dissuade
 them from visiting the theatre for fear they should come home with over-exalted ideas
 as to what they really must have in the way of morning and evening gowns. Some of
 the figures quoted to the customers as the price of the lovely goods exhibited made me
 gasp."20 Here is ready evidence that the presentation of contemporary fashions in the
 context of a theatrical spectacle could have a direct impact on the sale of expensive
 couture dresses; not only were the clothes offered for visual delectation, but also their
 prices might be advertised in the course of the dramatic performance.

 As in England, so in France popular theatres were increasingly engaged with
 fashion, an issue presented through both drama and satire. In a play of 1912 entitled La
 Petite Jasmin by Willy and Georges Docquois, two of the three acts took place in a
 couture house that was also a salon de th?. The modernism of the establishment, run by

 Madame Jasmin, was conveyed by the sets, which were inspired by Max Reinhardt's
 staging of a play at the Th??tre du Vaudeville the previous year. Striking in their
 simplicity, the sets for La Petite Jasmin were described by one commentator as neither
 realist nor photographic but "synthetic" in the sense that "a small desk suggests an
 office; a wooden mannequin and some fabric the couturier's salon."21 Reviewing the
 play, a columnist for Comoedia Illustr? imagined a not-too-distant future when a
 couture house showing dresses and furs would add to those functions not only a tea
 salon but also an art gallery (as Poiret had already done) and, in the evening, a show
 accompanied by supper: "In the evening, during the intermissions, do you think our
 beautiful women would recoil from the temptation of a fur exhibited in the foyer, or of
 jewelry artistically presented in a vitrine designed for art? At the end of a cheerful
 supper, purchases would be made over champagne. It would be charming and new."
 By calling such a possibility "very Parisian" but also "very Yankee/'22 this reviewer
 implied that a marketing strategy operating on so many levels simultaneously would
 almost automatically be associated with American entrepreneurial practices; in fact,
 however, the reviewer's description of such a multifaceted couture business evokes
 the many intersecting enterprises Poiret pursued at his headquarters in Paris. In
 addition to his principal business as a dress designer, from 1910 on, Poiret was also at
 least tangentially involved in a commercial art gallery located in a building that he
 owned adjacent and connected to the premises of his couture house, called Galerie
 Barbazanges; beginning in 1911, he also manufactured a luxuriously packaged line of
 perfumes named after his eldest daughter Rosine, and he ran a loosely organized
 decorative arts school that furnished designs for his decorative arts atelier and
 marketing outlets, named after his second daughter, Martine. Moreover, already by
 1911 Poiret had become such a pervasive presence on the stage that a theatre critic
 complained about a revue scene set in his couture house (entitled, "Chez le grand
 couturier"): Jean Dulac, bored with what he described as a stale subject, observed that
 it had already been "served up to the public a thousand times in all the revues."23 No
 doubt Poiret profited from his notoriety, as Lucile must have done too, for, as Marcel

 20 Jingle, "At the Queen's Theatre: 'This Way, Madam!'," The Bystander, 8 October 1913, 77.
 21 Louis Schneider, "La Mise en sc?ne et les d?cors," Comoedia, 21 September 1912, 2. Clipping,

 Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris, Rf 74.698 (1).
 22 Vanina, "La Com?die de la mode: d?centralisons...," Comoedia Illustr? 5, no. 1,5 October 1912,29.

 23 Jean Dulac, "Vlan!..., Revue en 2 actes et 7 tableaux de MM Rip et Bousquet," Comoedia Illustr?
 3, no. 15,1 May 1911, 463.
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 Serano wrote in 1913 of those who were satirized, "it is always publicity for the
 victims."24

 It should be obvious that the theatricalization of Poiret's fashion house presenta
 tions around 1910 was inspired by, or at least related to, his engagement with actual
 theatre productions, whether as a member of the audience, as a designer of theatrical
 costumes, or as the humorous subject of satirical revues. But it is also very likely that
 Poiret was responding to the challenge presented by Lucile, who must have been an
 increasingly visible competitor after 1911, the year in which she opened a branch of her
 business on the rue de Penthi?vre in Paris. Not only did Poiret follow her lead in
 exploiting a number of scenic props and theatrical practices, but he also adopted
 evocative titles for his dresses, as he did for example in Spring 1911, when among the
 names he selected were "Bakou," "Caucase," "Magyar," and "Byzance," all references
 to Eastern Europe and Russia, areas he would tour with his mannequins in October

 November of the same year.25 Although Poiret must have been aware of the height
 ened political tensions in the region that would lead to the First and Second Balkan

 Wars in 1912 and 1913, it is difficult to imagine that his clients would have wanted to
 signal complex international politics in the clothing they wore. But given the rising
 prominence of Eastern Europe in current affairs, it does seem plausible that some of
 the associations suggested by Poiret's titles would have resonated with the contem
 poraneity of his designs to underscore the Orientalist references that characterized his
 clothes at the time.

 While the practice of naming his models imparted a symbolic, potentially dramatic
 dimension to Poiret's fashion presentations and was presumably intended in part to
 suggest that each gown was a unique and highly aestheticized creation, an evocative
 work of art, nevertheless, assigning such titles may also have had a straightforward
 commercial dimension. Unlike the numbers that were ordinarily used to identify
 individual dress designs, these names could presumably have been registered,
 perhaps even copyrighted, a formality that might have made them useful tools in
 protecting against the pirating of styles that plagued couturiers and dressmakers in
 both Europe and the United States. That a desire to protect his designs as valuable
 intellectual property might account in part for Poiret's assignment of evocative names
 to his garments is suggested by an article, entitled "They Steal Styles and Numbers,"
 published in the New York Times in 1914. Lamenting the piracy of designs for sale at
 prices substantially below those attached to the originals, the Times columnist noted
 that the problem went beyond the stealing of styles; copyists also used the same
 numbers on their pirated garments as those used by the originators of the stolen styles:
 "This has led at least one well-known manufacturer to use names for his important

 models instead of numbers. These names are copyrighted."26 Thus if Poiret responded
 to Lucile's theatricality in general, and to her use of evocative titles with narrative
 connotations in particular, his mobilization of these practices was, like hers, probably

 24 Marcel Serano, "Au Th??tre des Capucines," Comoedia Illustr? 6, no. 2, 20 October 1913, 62.
 25 For the titles of Poiret's dresses, see the captions of Edward Steichen's photographs in Paul Cornu,

 "L'Art de la robe," Art et D?coration 29 (April 1911): 101-18. Poiret's trip through Eastern Europe and
 Russia is mentioned in the chronology in Paul Poiret et Nicole Groult: Ma?tres de la mode art d?co. Exh. cat.
 (Paris: Mus?e de la Mode et du Costume, Palais Galliera, 1986), 182.

 26 "They Steal Styles and Numbers," The New York Times, 20 June 1914,11.
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 THE THEATRE OF FASHION / 13

 motivated by artistic aspirations that cannot be fully understood if they are isolated
 from the couturier's economic interests.

 Having apparently learned a lesson or two about theatrical modes of fashion
 presentation from Lucile, Poiret quickly outstripped his English source of inspiration.
 For example, both he and Lucile used the gardens of their couture houses as well as
 the theatres in their salons as backdrops for their fashion shows; however, only Poiret
 seized upon the outdoor setting as an opportunity to film his mannequins in motion.
 The resulting film made it possible for Poiret to take his fashion show on the road,
 even when he could not afford to have all the mannequins travel with him. But the
 garden functioned not only as a film set; it was also a backdrop for at least one of the
 highly theatrical and wildly extravagant costume parties Poiret staged, and in which
 he performed the starring role. These f?tes, widely reported in the Parisian press and
 enthusiastically copied in high social circles, provided yet another, extremely effective,
 if unconventional, form of publicity for Poiret's diverse business operations. As if to
 prove this point, Poiret vociferously denied that advertising or self-promotion had
 anything to do with his parties: "Naturally there have been people who have said that
 I gave these f?tes as an item of advertisement, but I want to destroy this insinuation,

 which can only have originated in stupidity."27 Whatever their creator's intention,
 these affairs contributed significantly to Poiret's very widespread renown, and upon
 closer scrutiny their many, strong links to his commercial interests, as well as to his
 engagement with the theatre, become readily apparent. Here, entertainment became
 the pretext for exploring the overlapping territories not only of fashion and theatre but
 also of Orientalism, gender identities, and the character of French national traditions.

 The most famous of Poiret's extravagant parties, to which he gave the title The
 Thousand and Second Night, was a fantasy based on the tales of The Arabian Nights that
 came to life on the evening of June 24, 1911. For that occasion, Poiret and his wife
 required their three hundred guests (mostly artists and patrons of the arts) to dress up
 in "Oriental" costumes. Those who failed to do so were refused entry unless they were

 willing to outfit themselves on the spot in Persian-style clothes that Poiret had
 designed "according to authentic documents."28 Thus Poiret used the occasion of an
 extraordinarily sumptuous party to demand that everyone in his circle accept the
 controversial features of his latest couture creations, including the so-called jupe
 culotte and harem trousers, which dominated his Spring 1911 collection of women's
 clothes introduced early that year, probably in response to the impact of L?on Bakst's
 designs for the Ballets Russes production of Scheherazade, which Poiret, who regularly
 attended the theatre and other prominent cultural venues in Paris, had seen when it
 premiered there on June 4, 1910.

 Although Poiret always resisted any suggestion that he was indebted to the Ballets
 Russes for his introduction to "Oriental" styles of dress,29 and although there is

 27 Paul Poiret, My First Fifty Years, trans. Stephen Haden Guest (London: Victor Gollancz, 1931), 190.
 28 Ibid., 185.

 29 See ibid., 177-79, esp. 178: "Like many French artists, I was very struck by the Russian Ballet, and
 I should not be surprised if it had a certain influence on me. But it must be clearly stated that I already
 existed, and that my reputation was made, long before that of M. Bakst. Only foreign journalists could
 make any mistake about that and, voluntarily or involuntarily, commit the error of making my work
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 evidence to support the contention that he arrived independently at an interest in the
 tales of The Arabian Nights, including Scheherazade (the female character who plays a
 central role in the tales, especially in the opening sequence), Bakst's costumes and
 stage designs had indeed been hugely influential.30 Bakst himself noted in a letter to
 his wife written after the public dress rehearsal of Scheherazade that "the whole of Paris
 now dresses in 'oriental' clothes."31 As Alexander Schouvaloff has pointed out, "At the
 time, everything east of Suez was called 'oriental,' but Scheherazade was not the real
 Orient. It was a Russian idea of an Orient as seen by the French, and they were taken
 in by it because they had not seen anything like it on stage before. There was, after all,
 nothing new about the Orient as such?it had been more or less in fashion since the
 time of Delacroix?but everything was new about Scheherazade."2,1 Schouvaloff makes
 an important distinction between the familiar, if maleable, French construction of the
 Oriental Other and the highly original conception of many aspects of the Ballets
 Russes's production of Scheherazade, including the inspiration of Rimsky-Korsakov's
 music in Russian folk traditions, the primitivist choreography by Folkine, and the
 dazzling colors of Bakst's sets and costumes. These innovations helped to revitalize
 what was in fact a very long tradition of French interest in the Orient, not only the
 particular geographical locale of Napoleon's conquest in 1792, but also the fantasy
 image of an exotic East that French writers and artists developed from the eighteenth
 century forward. According to Ian Richard Netton, the European Enlightenment idea
 of the Orient had initially been shaped by fear of the Ottoman Empire's potential
 threat and aversion to its alien nature as much as by a fascination with its exotic
 cultural manifestations.33 Gradually, however, as Peter Wollen has noted, drawing
 upon the work of Edward Said and Perry Anderson, the Orient became "the site of
 scientific and political fantasy, displaced from the body politic of the west itself, a field
 of free play for shamelessly paranoid constructions, dreamlike elaborations of western
 traumas. In the nineteenth century, the Orient became more and more the site for erotic
 as well as political projection. Rather than fear, it was fearful desire that was now
 projected on to the screen."34

 the descendant of Bakst's. Nothing is commoner than this misunderstanding amongst the profane and
 the ill-informed; I have always combated it, for despite all the admiration I had for Bakst, I always
 refused to work after his designs."

 30 See Peter Wollen's fascinating discussion of Bakst and Poiret in the context of the racial, sexual and
 cultural implications of early twentieth-century French Orientalism, "Fashion/Orientalism/The Body,"
 New Formations 1 (Spring 1987): 5-33.

 31 L?on Bakst, quoted in Alexander Schouvaloff, The Art of Ballets Russes: The Serge Lifar Collection of
 Theater Designs, Costumes, and Paintings at the Wadsworth Anthenaeum, Hartford, Connecticut (New
 Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 63. Schouvaloff cites Irina Pruzhan, Lev Samoilovitch Bakst
 (Leningrad, 1975) for this quotation, but gives no page number.

 32 Ibid., 63.

 33 See Ian Richard Netton, "The Mysteries of Islam," in Exoticism in the Enlightenment, ed. G. S.
 Rousseau and Roy Porter (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1990), 39-40.1 am indebted for
 this reference, and for information on The Arabian Nights, to a paper, "Fashionably Orientalist: The
 Trend of the Exotic in Early Twentieth-Century France," written by Joni Haller for a seminar on
 fashion and modernity that I taught at the University of Southern California in 1998.

 34 Wollen, "Fashion/Orientalism/The Body," 17. On the tradition of Orientalism in French theatre,
 especially during the nineteenth century, and its relation to contemporary social and cultural history,
 see Angela C. Pao, The Orient of the Boulevards: Exoticism, Empire, and Nineteenth-Century French Theater
 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998).
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 THE THEATRE OF FASHION / 15

 The Arabian Nights was a potent source of imagery for this continuously evolving
 Western fascination with Oriental sensuality, sexuality, and brute force. And such
 associations clearly resonated strongly in Poiret's circle of wealthy clients, artist
 friends, and other acquaintances, which included Dr. J. C. Mardrus, the author
 between 1908 and 1912 of a new, eight-volume translation of the tales that has been
 described by Robert Irwin as "a belated product of fin-de-si?cle taste, a portrait of a
 fantasy Orient, compounded of opium reveries, jewelled dissipation, lost paradises,

 melancholy opulence and odalisques pining in gilded cages."35 It was precisely this
 hot-house vision of the East on which Poiret drew in creating the scenario for his
 Thousand and Second Night.

 Poiret later recalled that the idea of staging the f?te had first occurred to him after
 "returning from a Bal des Quat' Z'Arts, in the month of May 1911,1 think."36 The Bal
 des Quat' Z'Arts was a massive affair organized each year on a different theme by the
 students of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and Poiret was apparently a regular invitee. For
 the 19.11 ball, which took Babylon as its theme, Poiret had recourse to the theatre when
 he outfitted himself in the theatrical costume he had originally designed for the
 famous tragedian, Edouard de Max, to wear in Nabuchodonosor, a one-act play about
 the Chaldean king written by Maurice de Faramond that premiered in Paris at the
 Th??tre des Arts on January 30,1911, with costumes by Poiret and sets by his friend,
 the painter Andr? Dunoyer de Segonzac.37 At the time, the Th??tre des Arts was run by
 Jacques Rouch?, formerly publisher of La Grande Revue, a literary journal for which, in

 May 1909, Poiret (using the pseudonym Al. Terego) had written a short piece about
 fashion. This story, told in the first person, recounts Terego's interview with a fictional
 couturier, Jean P?trone, who ardently argues for principles of fashion etiquette that
 coincided with Poiret's views on the subject: disdain for the conventional approach to
 fashion that encouraged ostentatious displays of jewelry or clothing and induced

 women to copy new styles worn by others, regardless of their appropriateness, rather
 than wear simple, elegant clothes that expressed a respect for the enduring values of
 taste and decorum.38 That these ideas about fashion would have been of interest to

 Rouch? becomes comprehensible in light of the theatre director's revisionist approach
 to the integration of modern art and stage design, which stressed "simplification of
 decor by choosing the plastic elements necessary to each scene and disposing them in
 a manner most appropriate for creating the desired atmosphere; stylization and
 complete harmony between decor and costume; the rejection of trompe l'oeil [realism]
 and the desire to leave to the frame only the charm of the composition and of the
 color."39 To achieve these goals, Rouch? made a point of hiring contemporary painters
 to create the sets and costumes for his plays, as Dunoyer de Segonzac and Poiret did
 for Nabuchodonosor (Figure 5).

 35 Robert Irwin, The Arabian Nights: A Companion (London: Allen Lane, Penguin Press, 1994), 38. See
 Le livre des mille nuits et une nuit, trans. J.C. Mardrus. 8 vols. (Paris : E. Fasquelle, 1908-1912).

 36 Poiret, My First Fifty Years, 185.
 37 Nabuchodonosor. Program, Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris, Rf 58.275 (3).
 38 Al. Terego [pseud. Paul Poiret], "Les Opinions de Monsieur P?trone," La Grande Revue (May 1909):

 147-59.
 39 "Au Th??tre des Arts (Saison 1910-1911): Les Projets de M. J. Rouch?," Comoedia Illustr? 2, no. 23,

 1 September 1910, 683.
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 Figure 5. Nabuchodonosor, Act I. Photo in Le Th??tre, no. 305, September 1911,17.
 Document biblioth?que Forney, Ville de Paris.

 Press accounts of Nabuchodonosor's premiere describe impressive scenery that
 seems, in photographs as well, to have been at odds with Rouch?'s commitment to
 stylization and simplification. It takes a leap of faith for today's audiences to
 appreciate the novel design features of what appears to have been a clich?d represen
 tation of Oriental splendor in the tradition that included, for example, the colonial
 villages constructed both to educate and to entertain western visitors to the several
 universal expositions mounted in Paris in the second half of the nineteenth century.
 Like the evocation of a timeless past in those theatricalized models, Dunoyer de
 Segonzac's set evoked an immense columned hall of Nabuchodonosor's Babylonian
 palace decorated with a frieze of leopards and griffins, gold and silver sculptures
 including a colossal statue of Baal-Hammon, god of the sun, as well as sumptuous
 tapestries and tripods containing burning incense and myrrh. In the midst of this
 splendor, Nabuchodonosor and his favorite, Uamma, were surrounded by concubines,
 black slaves, eunuchs and a young dancer, played by Natacha Trouhanowa. Maurice
 de Faramond's stage instructions offer stock imagery familiar from generations of
 formulaic French Orientalist paintings (Dealacroix's Death of Sardanapalus, 1827, is an
 example of the genre at its best) of disempowered men and sexually available women
 in their call for creating "the impression of an orgy. Half nude slaves serve drinks.

 Most of the generals and ministers are drunk. Several of them recline on carpets. The
 women there are asleep."40 According to the artist and theatre critic, A. E. Marty, the

 40 Maurice de Faramond, "Nabuchodonosor, Trag?die en un acte," Vers et Prose 26 (July-September
 1911): 105-15.
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 Figure 6. Edouard de Max and Natascha Trouhanowa in Nabuchodonosor. Photo in
 Comoedia Illustr? September 1911, 290-291. Document biblioth?que Forney, Paris.

 staging was "one of the most magnificent things ever seen. In a d?cor of sober and
 grandiose lines, of powerful colors that reveal A[ndr?] de Segonzac to be a great
 colorist, the couturier Paul Poiret realized an ensemble of costumes of unimaginable
 sumptuosity and tonal beauty. When, in the midst of the greens, yellows and oranges,
 de Max entered, covered in a coat of somber purple, all the artists [in the audience]
 trembled in admiration."41 Later that year, the set and costume designs received
 another, more official stamp of aesthetic and cultural approval: they were exhibited at
 the Salon d'Automne, where, in effect, they assumed the status of works of art.42

 In his memoirs, Poiret recalled that in Nabuchodonosor, De Max wore the first
 theatrical costume that the couturier had ever made. "It was an immense cloak that I

 had specially dyed to a tint which must have been that of the Tyrian purple. It was
 heightened with great strips of gold braid and on the head of the king ... there was a
 monumental tiara, weighing thirteen pounds [Figure 6] . . . This tiara was conceived
 like a piece of goldsmith's work; it seemed as if sculpted in virgin gold, and was
 crowned with belfries, turrets and minarets. It was this costume I had borrowed to go
 to the Quat' Z'Arts Ball."43 For that occasion, Poiret himself played the role of
 Nabuchodonosor, "his chariot pulled by slaves costumed in green and blue ... his
 head covered by a magnificent tiara of gold, stones and jewels, and behind him came
 gamboling his entire cavalry of soldiers armed with lances, chariots of war and of
 triumph."44 Such descriptions of the Bal des Quat' Z'Arts, when read alongside the

 41 A.E. Marty, "Au Th??tre des Arts: 'Le Marchand de passions', trois images d'?pinal de M. Maurice
 Magre; 'Nabuchodonosor', un acte de M. M. de Faramond," Comoedia Illustr? 3, no. 10,15 February
 1911, 292.

 42 Paris: Grand Palais. Salon d'Automne. Exh. cat. (October 1-November 8,1911), 221.
 43 Poiret, My First Fifty Years, 103.
 44 Andre Warnod, "Le Bal des Quat' Z'Arts," La Renaissance Politique, Litt?raire, Artistique, 11 June

 1921,17-20. Clipping/extract, Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris, Ro 13007.
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 reviews of Nabuchodonosor, make clear the degree to which both spectacles not only
 participated in the Orientalizing theatrics that received new impetus from the Ballets
 Russes45 but also functioned as dress rehearsals for Poiret's next performance, the
 Thousand and Second Night, where he once again recreated himself as a sexually
 charged Oriental potentate.

 Indeed, the Thousand and Second Night enabled not just Poiret but also his art-world
 guests to act out another fantastic evocation of the Orient, this time staged like an
 extravagant fashion show, a theatrical performance on the grounds of his maison de
 couture. As Poiret later wrote, "My house was closed [off] by tapestries, in such [a
 way] that glances from the street could not penetrate. The guests were received as in
 a theatre by a squad of old gentlemen in evening dress . . . [who] most carefully
 screened the arrivals," to insure that no one would "disfigure the ensemble of the
 f?te."46 Georges Lepape recalled that "six Negroes, black as ebony, nude to the waist
 and wearing bouffant culottes in Veronese green, lemon yellow, orange, and vermilion
 chiffon,"47 summoned guests to follow them through the house, past salons strewn
 with multicolored pillows, until they came upon "the great tragedian De Max . . .
 [who] told stories taken from the Thousand and One Nights"48 In the garden, where
 Persian carpets covered the lawn, Poiret was seated under a canopy painted by Raoul
 Dufy, who had also created the hand-printed and individually colored invitations
 made for the occasion, which were inspired by Persian miniatures and included a
 short but evocative text by Dr. Mardrus, translator of the tales that functioned as the
 pretext for the evening's entertainments.49 Easily dominating this extravagant scene,
 and commanding the attention of his supporting cast, Poiret played the role not
 necessarily of Nabuchodonosor but at least of a similarly despotic sultan, holding an
 ivory-handled whip in one hand and a scimitar in the other, while his concubines
 supposedly cowered at his feet (Figure 7). Guests were brought to him in order, he
 said, to "make their obeisance according to the tradition of Islam."50 After his favorite,
 played by his wife Denise, and her maids of honor were released from their harem in
 the form of a golden cage and while drinks of all sorts were being served, a series of
 spectacles was performed by acrobats, a pythoness, a monkey merchant, and several
 exotic dancers, including most notably Natasha Trouhanowa (Figure 8), who presum
 ably performed an adaptation of one of her many stage roles, such as the one from
 Nabuchodonosor. As Peter Wollen has noted, the event "firmly established Poiret's
 reputation as Le Magnifique, after Suleiman the Magnificent. From then on, alongside

 45 See the comment of a reviewer for Femina: "According to the general opinion, even the Russian
 productions [spectacles russes], of such rare and original beauty, have given us nothing more
 sumptuous or more artistic than M. Rouch? at the Th??tre des Arts for the staging of Nabuchodonosor
 by M. de Faramond. The costumes were designed by a celebrated couturier, and the slaves of the cruel
 king, Mile Trouhanova, the dancer, and M. de Max as Nabuchodonosor, all splendidly attired, evoked
 on stage the luxurious magic of the period." "Un Eblouissement de costumes somptueux au Th??tre
 des Arts," Femina, no. 243, March 1911,113.

 46 Poiret, My First Fifty Years, 185.
 47 Georges Lepape, quoted in Claude Lepape and Thierry Defert, Georges Lepape ou l'?l?gance illustr?e

 (Paris: Herscher, 1983), 62. No source is given for this quotation.
 48 Poiret, My First Fifty Years, 186-87.
 49 See also the account written by Mardrus's wife, Lucie Delarue-Mardrus, "La Mille et deuxi?me

 nuit chez le grand couturier," Femina, no. 253,1 August 1911, 415.
 50 Poiret, My First Fifty Years, 186.
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 Figure 7. Henri Manuel, Photograph of Paul and Denise Poiret at the 1002nd Night, 24 June 1911.
 Clich? Biblioth?que Nationale de France.

 the all-pervasive influence of the Russian Ballet, the Oriental look dominated the
 fashion world and the decorative arts."51

 But the Oriental mode, particularly the harem dress, or jupe-culotte, pioneered by
 Poiret in 1911 and from then on closely associated with his couture signature, proved
 to be extremely controversial on two related accounts. First, it threatened to confuse
 traditional sexual roles by putting women in trousers;52 and second, its exoticism was
 regarded as literally foreign to traditional French taste. The billowing form of such
 garments?ballooning trousers tied tightly at the ankles and partially concealed by an
 overdress or smock of variable length?had been associated since Amelia Bloomer

 51 Wollen, "Fashion/Orientalism/The Body," 12.
 52 As Marjorie Garber has pointed out, the prohibition against women in trousers (and against men

 in women's dress) is very ancient, appearing, for example, in the biblical book of Deuteronomy: "The
 woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a man put on a woman's
 garment; for all that do so are abomination unto the Lord thy God." (Deut. 22:5) Garber, Vested
 Interests: Cross-Dressing & Cultural Anxiety (New York: Routledge, 1992), 28.
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 Figure 8. "A Persian f?te at the home of a great couturier," Femina, no. 253,1 August 1911, 420-21.
 Clich? Biblioth?que Nationale de France.

 introduced a version of it in the mid-nineteenth century with dress reforms proposed
 in the context of feminist movements that sought to expand bourgeois women's roles
 beyond the domestic sphere circumscribed by marriage and childcare. After 1880,
 when French women gained access to state-sponsored secondary education and
 subsequently began to enter the job market in areas that had traditionally been
 restricted to men, their potential mobility and independence, whether they wore
 culottes or not, were increasingly perceived as a threat to the traditional social
 structure based upon the sexual division of labor and a conventional role for women

 within the confines of the family rather than out in the public domain. Around the turn
 of the century, the image of a culotte-clad woman on a bicycle circulated widely on
 posters and in cartoons where this femme nouvelle was often represented as a muscular,
 cigarette-smoking androgyne. Comparable suggestions of sexual inversion were at
 work in the Oriental costumes that Bakst designed for the Ballets Russes. For example,
 in Scheherazade, Nijinsky wore culottes and a brassiere supported at the shoulders and
 decorated at the midriff by strands of pearls; as represented in a gouache by Georges
 Lepape,53 the jewel bedecked dancer?apparently meant to be leaping, though his
 pose initially suggests that he is reclining on the bed of pillows behind him?might
 easily be mistaken for a woman, an Oriental odalisque.

 53 This work is reproduced in Lepape and Thierry, Georges Lepape ou l'?l?gance illustr?e, 63.
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 The jupe-culotte's distinct but certainly not unrelated threats of sexual inversion on
 one hand and foreign exoticism on the other converged in the views of many Parisian
 commentators; in an article cast as an interview with a man named Boissonnot, Aline
 Raymonde, publisher of La Mode Illustr?e, articulated many of the clich?s used to
 condemn what she described as this "bizarre silhouette." Thus Raymonde quoted
 Boissonnot's opinion that the jupe-pantalon (a version of the jupe-culott?) "marked a
 terrible development for traditional morality by attacking a kind of personal propriety,
 respected until now [even] by the most audacious .... The adepts of the jupe-pantalon
 envision something other than to charm or surprise. They represent the desire to break
 with the traditions of their sex, of their race, of their country. They want to break the
 last chains holding back their complete emancipation. They claim from men parity of
 costume, as well as all other equalities ... So much for feminism. Now, in their
 bouffant trousers, a vague reminiscence of the odalisque, of the Persian woman, of the
 Jewess ... So much for showy foreign adventurism [rastaquouerisme]."54 The interlock
 ing "tensions around gender, costume and nationality" that characterize this state

 ment, which smacks of racism and anti-Semitism as well as anti-feminism, have a
 history that can be traced back to the beginnings of widespread Western European
 trade with, and travel in, Turkey in the early eighteenth century, as Marjorie Garber
 has observed in her discussion of Orientalist cross-dressing.55 She suggests, moreover,
 that "questions of gender and of nationalism . . . [have often been] addressed, if not
 resolved, through a recourse to cultural 'otherness' as represented by the intervening
 figure of the phantom 'Oriental,' the woman in Turkish trousers."56

 In Paris in 1911, the Oriental mode that Poiret chose to champion was the subject of
 just such ideologically charged debate in the pages of widely circulating journals such
 as L'Illustration where, on February 18, Poiret's luxurious jupes-sultanes (as his culottes
 were called on this occasion, presumably reinforcing their Oriental associations) were
 contrasted with a distinctly western version of trouser styles designed by the house of
 Bechoff-David (Figure 9). Poiret's models, in satin or other light fabrics in tender
 colors, were defended as "outfits for the interior, for dining, for the evening [toilettes
 d'int?rieur, de d?ner, de soir?e]," intended to be worn in the private sphere of the elegant
 domestic interior, not out in public. In contrast, Bechoff-David's designs were
 photographed on women who were shown crossing the street and promenading
 down a sidewalk in broad daylight. Furthermore, it was noted, virtually all the haute
 couturiers, including Drecoll, Redfern, even Doucet, were prepared to make bouffant
 or straight pantalons for those clients who wished to wear them.57 Where Poiret's
 jupes-culottes or jupes-sultanes made explicit references to an imagined Orient with their
 supple silk fabrics, embroidered ribbons and, associated turban headgear, many of the
 jupes-culottes and pantalons offered by other couturiers were adaptations of manifestly

 54 Aline Raymonde, "Les propos de M. Boissonnot: la mode nouvelle," La Mode Illustr?e, 52, no. 15,9
 Avril 1911, n. pag.

 55 Garber, "The Chic of Araby: Transvestism and the Erotics of Cultural Appropriation," ch. 12,
 Vested Interests, esp. 311-16.

 56 Ibid., 316.

 57 A month after the appearance of the Illustration article, The New York Times noted that Worth and

 Doucet had introduced two or three models of jupe culotte, "and, although she has declared herself
 against them, Mme. Cheruit has also several models, including the garment worn by Mlle. Pr?vost at
 the Th??tre Fran?aise, which almost caused a riot in that classic house." "Paquin, Poiret, Drecoll
 Discuss New Fashions," New York Times, 2 April 1911, sec. 10, 3.
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 Figure 9. Models wearing jupes-culottes designed by Paul Poiret (top and left) and Bechoff-David
 (right and bottom right and left). Photo in L'Illustration, no. 3547,18 February 1911,104.

 Photo: Getty Research Institute Library.
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 western dress designs, conventional in fabric and cut except at the legs, and, as
 exemplified by Bechoff-David's models, they were accompanied by broad-brimmed,
 low-slung hats that could have been designed to accessorize any conventional dress or
 outfit of the period. These latter costumes clearly offended traditional values because,
 unlike Poiret's jupes-culottes designed as evening wear for private occasions, they were
 meant to allow women in something like trousers to move freely and participate
 actively in everyday life on the street. Poiret deliberately avoided the liberal political
 implications, particularly the suffragist associations, of such clothing: "In our demo
 cratic times," he told the Miroir des Modes, "when everything is measured according to
 the banality of the masses, women who understand the jupe-pantalon would not dare
 put it on out of fear of what people might say. However, we wouldn't dream of
 adapting it to ordinary usage. Our outfits for the street, suits and dresses, are of such
 sobriety, such perfect correctness, that they pass by entirely unnoticed. My personal
 pleasure leads me to dress only women who have attained a degree of erudition and
 grace sufficient to wear my outfits in the context of their aristocratic homes [leur sied].
 There are residences of such an artistic cachet, so individual, so far above the crowd,
 that my clothes seem to complete the harmony in them. Because these milieux
 represent the elite of the art, it is to them that one should orient oneself."58 Elsewhere,
 too, Poiret defended his version of the jupe-culotte primarily in class terms, arguing
 that it "will not be popularized, that it will remain a possession of the 'chic' woman

 with delicate joints, small feet, rich enough to encircle her ankles with precious
 bracelets incrusted with rare stones. Instead of 'masculinizing' the woman, this
 severely criticized costume is intended to show her in all the harmony of her form and
 all the freedom of her native suppleness."59 Having unleashed what Garber has
 characterized as the potential of the Orientalist costume to disrupt gender and class
 categories, and thereby to destabilize the larger social codes by which those categories
 were policed and maintained,60 Poiret sought to control the potentially damaging
 results by constructing rhetorical boundaries around his work that would confine it to
 the private interiors of wealthy and aristocratic clients unconcerned with the defiant
 signals that the jupe-culotte could convey in other, more public circumstances.

 While Poiret staked his commercial success on the promotion of Orientalizing styles
 as aesthetically pleasing and appropriate to his elite clientele, his principal rival in the
 French couture business, Jeanne Paquin, was quick to seize an opportunity to claim a
 more conventional and therefore presumably a more broadly acceptable position, one
 pointedly opposed to that of Poiret. In a statement prepared for the press in early 1911,
 Paquin declared her rejection of the jupe-culotte and "informed her clientele that she
 would in no way accede to this style."61 Initially, at least, this proved to be an astute
 move, allowing Paquin to protect herself from the kind of scornful criticism that
 dogged Poiret throughout much of 1911, when his "eccentricities" were repeatedly

 58 "Poiret: Une Silhouette Parisienne," Le Miroir des Modes 64, no. 6, June 1912, 243.
 59 Paul Poiret, quoted in Cydalise, "La Culotte et la femme," Madame & Monsieur 7, no. 195,10 March

 1911,1466.
 60 Garber, Vested Interests, 32.

 61 Dominique Sirop, Paquin (Paris: Adam Biro, 1989), 25. See the report in Le Matin entitled, "A
 propos de la jupe-culotte" (February 28,1911), clipping in Paquin Publicity Album, Costume Museum,
 Bath, England: "Mme. Paquin informe les lecteurs qu'elle n'a pas fait une seule 'jupe-culotte' et que,
 par cons?quent, aucune robe de ce genre n'a pu ?tre vue de chez elle ni aux courses, ni ailleurs."
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 described as a distinct liability leading to reduced sales and threats from his financial
 backers to withdraw their support.62 Paquin seems to have experienced few such
 problems; maintaining thriving couture houses in both London and Paris, she opened
 a shop to sell furs in New York in 1912, and reportedly employed no less than 2700
 employees during this period. One of the most important reasons for her success as a
 businesswoman seems to have been Paquin's ability to gauge the degree of innovation
 that her audience would be willing to accept without fearing that elegance and good
 taste might be threatened. As a New York Times correspondent put it in October 1911,
 "She has introduced more lasting fashions than probably any other woman in Paris,
 for she has had the good sense never to be extreme ... So the fashions she has created
 are lasting because they were simple and dignified."63 In 1914, Harper's Bazar noted
 that Paquin was a fashion leader despite (or, one might argue, because of) the fact that
 she was less daring than other couturiers and preferred styles inspired by French
 traditions to those based on an imaginary Orient. Indeed, Paquin positioned herself
 carefully with respect to debates about Orientalizing fashions, and although she was
 not alone in condemning the jupe culotte, she held to that position more tenaciously
 than any of her colleagues. "Of all the houses which have declared themselves against
 the jupe culotte," a New York Times correspondent reported in April 1911, when
 controversy over the style was at its height, "Paquin is the only one that has really
 remained true to its colors. Mme Paquin, having declared her enmity, has stuck to her
 guns... Being a very feminine woman, Mme Paquin loves feminine lines." Indeed, the
 correspondent pointed out, Paquin could be credited with inventing what was
 described as the appropriately feminine tight skirt, which revealed the "feminine
 outline" of the woman wearing it, as opposed to the "mannishness of the new
 garment."64

 For all its interest as a locus of gender ambiguity and racial stereotyping based on
 the standard clich? of the sensually alluring and sexually active Oriental woman, the
 French controversy over Oriental styles in dress during the pre-World War I period
 opened on to issues other than, though nevertheless related to, the immediately
 identifiable ones of masculinization and exoticism. The debate also exposed the
 infiltration of the visual and performing arts by commerce, and the breakdown of the
 barriers between elite and popular culture that both Poiret and Paquin simultaneously
 resisted and courted. Both of them seemed to play out the paradox of fashion, which
 resides in its exclusivity on the one hand and its widespread recognition on the other.
 Couturiers like Poiret and Paquin used the theatre and related venues to make their
 work visible and identifiable as fashion, even though such circulation assured its
 vulnerability to copying and pastiche. At the same time, the predominance of fashion
 on the theatrical stage revealed that theatre was pursuing the same trajectory from
 elite to popular culture, and from the artistic to the commercial domain. The degree to
 which these were pressing concerns, not only for the couture industry but also for

 62 See "Paris Gossip," Women's Wear, 17 July 1911; Edith L. Rosenbaum, "Costumes: Edith L.
 Rosenbaum Describes in Detail Some Interesting Features of the Poiret Collection," Women's Wear, 8
 September 1911,1; "Mid-Winter Modes from Paris," Vogue, 15 December 1911, 23.

 63 "Poiret and Paquin Cling to Barbaric Color," The New York Times, 15 October 1911, sec. 8, 3.
 64 "Paquin," Harper's Bazar 49 (January 1914), 43; "Paquin Refuses to Make the Trouser Skirt and

 Insists Upon Simple Lines and Dignified Colors," The New York Times, 2 April 1911, 3.
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 French theatre, emerged quite clearly in January 1912, with the premiere of a satirical
 comedy by Abel Hermant and Marc de Toledo entitled Rue de la Paix.

 Rue de Paix, as has already been noted, was the name of the Paris street on which
 were located many of the most fashionable French couture houses, including those of
 Worth, Doucet, and Paquin, but?especially noteworthy for this analysis the signifi
 cance of the eponymous play?not that of Poiret, who in 1909 had chosen an
 admittedly impressive building but one with a less prestigious address, situated
 further west, in the eighth rather than the first arrondissement. The tensions between
 established traditions and upshot modernity that were implicit in these urban markers
 were the subject of Rue de la Paix, whose conventional plot (a love triangle with an
 Orientalist twist: an affair between a couturi?re and an Egyptian prince) revolved
 around the rivalry between a highly successful couture business, "a classic house
 where the traditions are respected," located on the Rue de la Paix, and a stridently
 modern one, in the Faubourg Saint Honor?, decorated as an Egyptian-style salon in
 which "'sensational' outfits are presented."65 There can be little doubt that the firms
 portrayed in the play were, on the one hand, any one of the highly respected couture
 houses located on the Rue de la Paix, and, on the other hand, Poiret's more daring
 maison de couture, which posed itself as a challenge to the better established busi
 nesses?including those of Worth and Doucet, for whom Poiret had once worked, and
 that of Paquin, for whom Poiret had emerged as a principal competitor.66 Although
 Poiret's interiors, unlike the modern couture house portrayed in the play, made no
 direct references to anything Egyptian, they did contain other Orientalist references
 (for example, pillows piled on canapes and occasionally strewn across the floor) that
 complemented the styles of the gowns Poiret was designing and showing in those
 spaces. These interior design features became especially prominent when he orga
 nized a f?te such as the Thousand and Second Night to draw special attention to them.
 Indeed, the discursive and symbolic differences between the actual houses on the Rue
 de la Paix and Poiret's, located at the convergence of the Avenue d'Antin (now Avenue
 Franklin Roosevelt) with the Rue du Faubourg Saint Honor?, emerge rather strikingly
 from what is known of their furnishings. These were traditional Louis XVI-style
 reproduction antiques upholstered in pastel colors in the case of the Maisons Worth,
 Doucet, and Paquin (Figure 10), as distinct from Poiret's headquarters, which con
 tained the most up-to-the-minute Directoire-inspired furniture and decorations, with
 strident colors and plenty of imported Oriental cushions prominently displayed, as is
 evident from both visual images and textual descriptions of those spaces (Figures 11
 and 12).

 As Rue de la Paix opened to the public, the play was treated to intense interest on the
 part of the press (Figure 13), where the designer Paul Iribe's approximately 50
 costumes, all realized by the couture house of Jeanne Paquin, were greeted by
 uncommon curiosity and elicited a mixed response. A correspondent for London's

 65 Jean Lefranc, "Abel Hermant et le th??tre." Undated clipping in Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris,
 Rf. 62276.

 66 In his commentary on the play, Robert Dieudonn? noted that several of its characters were clearly
 attempts at portraying real people, and in this context he mentioned Poiret in particular. "La Soir?e
 Parisienne: 'La Rue de la Paix,' Commentaires andins sur une pi?ce d'un parisiannisme ?chevel?."
 Undated clipping in Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris, Rf. 62276.
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 Figure 10. Salon in the Maison Paquin, Paris. Photo in L. Roger-Miles, Les Cr?ateurs de la mode
 (Paris: Ch. Eggimann, n.d.), 39. Photo: Getty Research Library.

 Daily Mail noted, "The extraordinary display of bizarre frocks seen on the stage of the
 Vaudeville Theatre, Paris . . . has provoked lively indignation in the real Rue de la
 Paix."67 Much of the commentary was critical of the dresses, and one account even
 compared them unfavorably to designs by Poiret: "M. Paul Iribe's creations are of a
 poor taste and a tone that smacks of Scandanavia, not to mention Germany. These cuts
 which begin at the nipples [t?tons] might perhaps be pleasing to Teutons, but they lack
 the grace of models by Poiret, rejuvenated by the Oriental mode, and a house as
 Parisian as that of Mme. Paquin will face a lot of problems getting them accepted by
 French women who care about an aesthetic line."68 According to her biographer,
 Paquin was simply "amused by the controversy" the costumes aroused, but she was
 sufficiently concerned about its impact on her business to make clear, in a personal
 appearance to introduce the costumes at a rehearsal for the press, that her role was
 confined simply to producing the dresses; Iribe alone was responsible for their
 design.69 Anxious to distance herself from any outrage associated with Orientalism,
 and declaring that the dresses seen in the play would not become her models for the
 next fashion season, Paquin explained that Rue de la Paix was intended to promote a
 tasteful and recognizably French?rather than foreign?version of contemporary

 67 "Dress on the Stage: A Disappointing Paris Play. Daring Colour Contrasts," Daily Mail 23 January
 1912. Clipping, Paquin Publicity Album, Costume Museum, Bath.

 68 Andr? Gilliard, "Actualit?s: La Rue de la Paix," Bravo (January 27, 1912). Clipping, Paquin
 Publicity Album, Costume Museum, Bath.

 69 Sirop, Jeanne Paquin, 29.
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 Figure 11. Georges Lepape, Salon in the Maison Poiret, in Les Choses de Paul Poiret
 vues par Georges Lepape (Paris, 1911), plate 2.

 fashion: "'The idea of the playwright was to protest against the influences of exoticism
 and foreign taste that so often infiltrate the milieux of creators of elegance and
 denature the essentially Parisian and French inspiration that always remains the one
 guiding the world of flirtation and good taste.'"70 Paul Iribe also found it necessary to
 defend himself publicly against accusations of aesthetic heresy in an interview
 published in Comoedia Illustr?: "It appears that I am being reproached?on account of
 the drawings that I submitted to that great artist of the Rue de la Paix, Mme Paquin, for

 whom I profess great admiration?for having 'committed' unacceptable excentricities.
 However, in my conception [of these costumes] I inflicted on our modern Parisian
 women neither the hobble-skirt nor the jupe-culotte, nor the hooped skirt over
 bouffant trousers [?all of which were hallmarks of Poiref s recent styles]!"71

 70 Jeanne Paquin, quoted in Juliette Ferrant, "Les Modes de la saison: Verrons-nous celle de la 'Rue
 de la Paix'?" Excelsior (January 23,1912). Clipping, Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris, Rf. 62276.

 71 Varuna, "Les Robes de 'Rue de la Paix': Une 'interview' sur la conception de la robe, de M. Paul
 Iribe. Consid?rations g?n?rales," Comoedia Illustr? 4, no. 9,1 February 1906, 317.
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 Figure 12. Henri Manuel, Mme Poiret looking in a mirror in the Maison Poiret.
 Clich? Biblioth?que Nationale de France.

 From the vantage of almost 100 years of hindsight, it is difficult to discern what it
 was about the dresses seen in the play that could have elicited such intense reaction,
 particularly because, as Iribe noted, none of them displayed any of the most
 controversial stylistic features of the day. What many critics apparently found
 offensive were the uncharacteristically bright colors, which differed markedly from
 the muted tones that were a hallmark of Doucet's couture house and to which
 Paquin's customers were presumably also accustomed, if We accept the slightly
 anachronistic yet perhaps still telling evidence of the whites, light beiges, soft pinks,
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 Figure 13. Costume designs by Paul Iribe for Rue de la Paix reproduced on the front page of
 Excelsior (January 22,1912). Document biblioth?que Forney, Ville de Paris.
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 and faded greens of the garments visible in an oil painting of 1906 depicting a
 showroom in Paquin's couture house crowded with her clients.72 Over the next five or
 six years, color photographs of models wearing her typically graceful, flowing
 garments that were reproduced in upscale women's magazines such as Les Modes
 continued to exhibit this same range of muted colors, from which the much more
 strident colors and dramatic cuts of the designs by Iribe could understandably have
 been seen as an abrupt and unfortunate departure.

 For all the ink spilled over the manifest content of Rue de la Paix?brightly colored
 and provocatively cut fashions betraying foreign influences versus more conventional
 modern clothing in a recognizably French tradition?this was not the only problem
 that the play exposed. Critics noted that it also revealed the essentially commercial
 nature of the link between couture and theatre; looking beyond the subject of the play
 to the form it took as a fashion show on the professional stage, most objected to its
 commercial implications and failure to project any deep, philosophical idea. Many
 regarded the way it presented fashion as theatre as unabashed commercialization of
 the stage. As a critic writing under the name Furet put it in the journal, Dram?tica, "Rue
 de la Paix at the Vaudeville is more of a chronicle of fashion written and sketched by
 Paquin than a real theatrical play. The public very much enjoyed the mannequins who
 filed past before them throughout the evening, and if the eyes of these women were
 satiated, by contrast their brains settled down to a soft quietude."73 Andr? Gilliard was
 in substantial agreement with this view, though his complaint was aimed at the
 director of the Vaudeville theatre rather than at Paquin. For him the play exposed the
 debasement of a theatre in thrall to publicity and the commercial success that fashion
 guaranteed: "The play that M. Porel presents at the moment on the stage that he
 directs was doubtless, for him, no more than an excellent pretext for exhibiting several
 women and a certain number of models by a great couturier. He said to himself that
 the principal ingredient for success of fashionable plays is dress and that his play, in

 which there are nothing but dresses rather than roles, and only mannequins where
 there should be actresses, would go much further than 365 degrees. And it was
 presumably thus that he came to welcome La Rue de la Paix into his theatre."74
 According to the journalist Gaston de Pawlowski, who declared himself to be more
 intrigued than bothered by the issues these new developments raised for the drama
 critic, the problem with Rue de la Paix was not so much that it attempted to make
 legitimate theatre out of what amounted to no more than a commercial battle between
 the relatively conservative fashions of the Rue de la Paix and the risqu? Oriental

 modes newly launched by Poiret; he was persuaded that "today the great commercial
 conflicts are capable of replacing, in literature, the great moral conflicts of earlier
 times." Instead, De Pawlowski lamented the fact that in this "frankly commercial
 study of the world ... of fashion," the couturiers themselves were too intimately
 involved; the theatre was being used for their own publicity purposes: "Over the past

 72 The painting, Henri Gervex's Cinq heurs chez Paquin, oil on canvas, 1906, is reproduced in color in
 Sirop, Paquin, 18. See there also the reproductions in color of Paquin's pastel-colored garments of 1912
 and 1913, pp. 28 and 33.

 73 Furet, "A Paris: Nos Premi?res," Dram?tica, February 1912. Clipping, Paquin Publicity Album,
 Costume Museum, Bath.

 74 Gilliard, "Actualit?s."
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 several years in France advertising [la publicit?] has made remarkable progress.
 Industrialists and merchants finally understood that they had to offer something to the
 public in return for the attention they demanded. This explains why we have seen our
 best artists and our best writers collaborate in the production of catalogues or posters
 that are, very often, veritable works of art. The theatre . . . [with few exceptions] had
 always remained untouched by this development. The new play at the Vaudeville
 presages some changes on this point."75 Virtually all the critics recognized the
 commercial core of plays such as Rue de la Paix, "amusements in which all the roles are
 replaced by dresses," and which therefore amounted to "no more than a pretext for the
 display of dresses, coats and hats."76 In them the customary relationship between elite
 and popular culture, the intellect and the eye, was inverted; legitimate theatre gave
 way to lightweight fashion, and commerce rather than culture, or even amusing
 entertainment, was in the dominant position: "The fashionable author works for the
 hat-makers. From him the great couturier commissions three acts made to measure.
 He is the shop-clerk assigned to do the puff show, while the mannequins promenade.
 . . . Who could have conceived this excellent idea if not a publicity agent?"77 Gilliard,

 writing for Bravo, expressed a similar range of concerns: "Rue de la Paix functions, in
 the annals of the theatre, only to accentuate the decadence of certain drama writers

 who subject their talent to a work by those who court publicity, rivals of those who are
 established in the arcade theatres [th??tres de passages], go-betweens or procurators."
 The result, he declared, was that a great theatre like the Vaudeville "had necessarily
 transformed itself into an advertising agency."78

 Joel Kaplan and Shiela Stowell have shown that a very similar configuration of
 interrelationships between theatre, fashion and society was operative in London at
 this same time. "Its starting-point," they write, "is the convergence in the early 1890s
 of an aggressive fashion press, innovative merchandising by a new breed of indepen
 dent dressmakers, and the transformation of a select group of West End theatres into
 an essential part of the London Season. Upon stages like the Haymarket, the Criterion,
 and the St. James's, . . . leading ladies not only served as living mannequins,
 displaying for their more affluent patrons a selection of couture house goods, but in so
 doing completed within the playhouses themselves a voyeuristic triangle between
 stage, stalls, and gallery that echoed the arrangements of semi-public society events
 like Ascot, Henley, and Derby."79 Many French critics pointed to a similar dynamic at

 work in the Vaudeville presentation of Rue de la Paix, which proved to be especially
 attractive to female viewers who, by paying to see this display of the latest fashions
 (which would be presented for free but only to those select clients who bought their
 clothes at the couture houses), sealed the bond between female spectatorship, fashion,
 and consumer culture. And it was only a short step from plays like Rue de la Paix to the
 theatres constructed on the premises of American department stores such as Macy's
 and Wanamakers (Figure 14), where Parisian fashion spectacles were staged as frankly

 75 G. de Pawlowski, "Au Vaudeville: 'Rue de la Paix, com?die en trois actes." Clipping dated January
 22,1912, Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris, Rf. 62276.

 76 "Au Th??tre: La Rue de la Paix." Clipping, Biblioth?que de l'Arsenal, Paris, Rf. 62276.
 77 Ibid.

 78 Gilliard, "Actualit?s."
 79 Kaplan and Stowell, Theatre and Fashion, 2-3.
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 Figure 14. Auditorium in the Wanamaker's Building, New York, 1911. Photo in Golden Book of the
 Wanamaker Stores (N. pl.: John Wanamaker, 1911), unnumbered page between pages 288 and 289.

 commercial vehicles for selling clothes to thousands of American women who were
 thus encouraged to purchase the same gowns they saw modeled on stage.80

 The trajectory traced here culminates in a theatre that was supposedly drained of
 intellectual depth, one that came to focus instead on the visual surfaces of fashion. But
 if the fashion-play could be condemned for its capitulation to commercial manipula
 tion, it could also be praised for its delivery of spectacular visual pleasures to
 enormous audiences. This is not the occasion for an extended discussion of the ways
 in which fashion and theatre became interdependent tools for selling commodities in
 American department stores, but it should be clear that the plays presented on
 department store stages call for analysis and evaluation that is no less rigorous than
 the critical attention that has long been focused on the professional theatre. These, I

 would argue, are two sides of the same coin. If we consider them to be expressions of
 a historically specific and carefully delineated visual culture rather than study them
 through the polarized lenses of elite vs. popular culture, high art vs. the debased
 commodity, we can better appreciate their particular characteristics as they work to
 unfix the rigid hierarchical distinctions that have constructed fashion as the antithesis
 of integrity in the visual arts and on the theatrical stage.

 80 See William Leach, Land of Desire: Merchants, Power, and the Rise of a New American Culture (New
 York: Pantheon Books, 1993).
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